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Supporting the implementation of the SET-Plan for offshore wind energy

SETWind (2019-2022) receive funding 
from EU Grant Agreement No 842231



What is the SET-wind 
lighthouse initiative? 
Initiative in development to develop 
one or more large European 
research projects that will address 
the grand scientific and technical 
challenges that are crucial for the 
further advancement of offshore 
wind energy, providing new 
knowledge and basis for 
innovation. 



 Offshore wind has the potential to deliver 18 times the global 
electricity demand of 2017

 EC scenario for 2050 to reach climate goals:
450 GW of offshore wind to supply 30 % of the electricity 
demand

 Equinor and Ørsted suggest that offshore global capacity can 
reach 1400 GW by 2050 

 80 % of the global offshore wind resource is over deep water

 A big opportunity for industrial development, new jobs and 
value creation

 A grand science and engineering challenge

MOTIVATION



Vision
Offshore wind to be a cornerstone 
of the energy system 



Offshore Wind 
Lighthouse #1

Enable reliable 
power system 
operation with 
large-scale 
offshore wind



Offshore Wind 
Lighthouse #2

Make floating 
wind cost 
competitive



 Improved understanding of 
atmospheric and wind power plant 
flow physics

 Aero-, structural-, electrical- and 
offshore wind hydrodynamics of 
enlarged wind power plants

 Systems science for integration of 
wind power plants into the future 
electricity grid

Grand Scientific Challenges

https://science.sciencemag.org

https://science.sciencemag.org/


Hypothesis
To succeed in bringing floating wind towards its full 
potential an interdisciplinary research approach must 
be taken, considering the wind power plant, together with 
the surrounding nature (wind, water, ..) and electric grid, as 
part of the same system, and understand the complex 
interactions of these parts in all detail. 



The Holy Grail of data



Implementation (draft/work in progress)
• RIA call in upcoming Horizon Europe programme
• 100 % funding by EC for RIA, but enhanced through 

coordination with national projects
• One or two projects that address minimum 2 out of 

the 3 grand research challenges:
• Improved understanding of flow physics

• Dynamic interactions of enlarged wind turbines

• Systems science for integration of wind power

• An interdisciplinary approach should be taken
• The research should be closely linking with industry 

and provide new knowledge and basis for innovation 



Knowledge
+

Industry 
= €$¥



(click here to play movie)

https://www.dropbox.com/s/mz00ynadv1vassf/Media1.mp4?dl=0
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Summing up
 The two lighthouse initiatives represent 

great opportunities for new industry, 
employment, innovation and an efficient 
carbon-free power system.

 Well established need for more Research, 
Innovation and Deployment

 Bringing the lighthouse initiatives forward as 
large visionary research projects to solve 
grand scientific and technical challenges 
will provide a solid foundation for the 
successful advancement of offshore wind  
to be a cornerstone of the energy system. 
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